“I trust in the leadership, vision and proven success of the programming and services TPN provides for the community — that is why I chose to leave a legacy gift.”
—Deborah Coffin
Legacy Society Member

By making a planned gift to Turning Points Network today, you help guarantee that decades from now survivors in Sullivan County will have access to safe shelter, sustainable housing and support services that help them overcome abuse and poverty.

Help insure the future of TPN’s impact on domestic violence and sexual assault in our community by making a planned gift. Notifying TPN of your gift (no further details are required) will automatically make you a Legacy Society member. We also honor all requests for anonymity.

Thank you for considering Turning Points Network as you make your estate plans. Donations to TPN are tax-deductible as allowed by law. Because each individual situation is unique, we encourage all donors to consult with their financial advisor or tax attorney.
Dear Friend of Turning Points Network,

Every day, TPN’s advocates work side-by-side with survivors who are seeking justice, peace and healing. We partner with community agencies to assure that no survivor stands alone and that every survivor receives respect, dignity and opportunity.

No call for help is unanswered, no matter where in Sullivan County and no matter the time of day or night.

All crimes of domestic violence and sexual assault are preventable. And one of the most profound aspects of TPN’s work is our ever-widening effort to teach adults to be effective bystanders, to recognize abuse, to safely intervene in the moment and to prevent an act of violence before it begins.

Just as important, we work with youth in our schools to develop healthy relationships, to watch out for one another and to help a schoolmate in need, reducing and preventing violence in their futures. Where youth in our communities are already experiencing abuse, TPN’s prevention education programming provides early intervention to stop the abuse and avert further trauma.

Your generosity will assure we have the capacity to continue our services in the years to come and that our supports will be free of charge for all who need them.

Our Board of Directors, staff and volunteers, are deeply moved that you might consider partnering in our work and joining us in making a legacy gift.

Your interest, your support and your involvement in our very important mission means so much to us.

Thank you,
All of us at Turning Points Network

Making a Legacy Gift

You don’t need extraordinary wealth to make a planned gift. Even a small amount can have a meaningful and significant impact over time.

Some believe they must choose between leaving a gift to charity or to family. You can do both! Many planned gifts can actually save your family money.

It’s Easy. A simple designation can ensure life-changing supports for survivors. Legacy donors can be acknowledged or anonymous.

Ways to Give

Beneficiary — Designate Turning Points Network as a full, partial, or contingent beneficiary of a life insurance policy or retirement account (401k, IRA, Roth IRA).

Gift of Stock — Appreciated property (stocks, bonds, mutual funds, real estate) can qualify for a charitable income tax deduction, avoid capital gains tax, reduce potential real estate taxes and more.

Wills and Bequests — Can be as simple as a sentence in a will or estate plan that directs a percentage or a sum to Turning Points Network.

Qualified Distributions — Donate a required IRS distribution directly to TPN through the IRA Charitable Rollover Extension. This type of gift has tax benefits for those required to take a minimum distribution but who do not need the income, allowing the donation without recognizing the transfer as income.

Charitable Gift Annuity, Charitable Remainder Trust or Uni-trust — Each of these vehicles offers annual income to the donor(s) or beneficiaries while providing a charitable contribution to TPN.